Mey 3 O. Introduction
NoChomsky has argued that a PSG is not suff_ icient to generate all the grammatical sent_ ences of a language (Chomsky 1957:3~ ff.) .
Recently, this conceotion of PSG has been criticized as being too primitive (Yngve 1960 :445a, Harman 1963 , and several ways of improving such a grammar have been suggested: a PDS has been connected with a PSG (Yngve 1960 (Yngve , 1961 (Yngve , 1962 ; the use of Let further ~ be the subscript for right hand side symbols of GR i. The rest of the operation is then performed as routine counting on GRi. , 3 i being set at 2 (the first symbol has already been taken care of). There should, of course, be a proviso for the symbol "..." itself, so that it will not be copied onto the TM taoe.
The method as described here will work neatly even in those cases where DC are "nested~ that is, if the expansion of some DC turns out to be another DC (and so on, at least theoretical_ ly). As an example, one may try out the doubly discontinuous as far as the corner, where all the necessary rules are sDeclfied by Yngve himself (1960:449a).
An implicit assumption throughout the descrip_ tion of the mechanism is that DC can be repres_ ented by the simple formula A --> B + 9,o + C.
It follows that there are two cases that cannot There are, however, some inherent limitations.
Common to all PDS techniques is the fact that information stored in this way only is access_ ible in accordance with the formula "last in, first out". Being essentially a linear array of information (Oettinger 1961:i04) , the user (the machine) will not be able to draw on other information than is given by the leftmost sym_ bol in a left_to_right production (the temDo_ rary memory tape in Yngve's machine, see Fig.l ).
Since, on the one hand, the machine output is past control (what is Drinted, is no longer available to the machine for inspection) and, on the other hand, the internal state of the machine is entirely determined by the current input symbol, one has to keep careful account ictions on the symbols has serious disadvant_ ages (some of which will be discussed in sect_ ion 2 of this paper), it certainly exceeds the capacity of the model as described by Yngve:
his rules are all of the context_ free form.
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Thus, structure in a sufficiently powerful PSG is not only a matter of specifying the right rules, but also of choosing the right rules and combining them at the right places.
There is still another factor that we have has not yet been shown how this linearity is to be interpreted in human speech production: I think it is only weakly relevant, that is to ssy, linearity alone will never suffice to
give a complete picture of the speech event.
For a full_fledged description of speech I suppose the assumption that we speak in senten_ cesra ther than in words will have many advant_ ages. also this point will be discussed at length below.
2.2.

Subscripts And Transformations
In here, but they could be built into a PSG as well as into any other generative grammar. I think, e.g., that some com,~lex symbol could be devised to prevent sentences like The man walks the men, that could easily be generated in accordance with the rules described on TIp.
609_10 of Harmsn's article.)
In my opinion, a PSG/S will never be able to
show transformational relationships as formally defined and described by Chomsky and oZhers;
hence such a grammar, even though it may attain 
